This is a coat for a medium-sized sheared female llama. The grid lines are 8” apart. The one in the photo is made from two layers, one is nylon quilting (pink was on sale!). The second layer is an old thermal blanket. I’ve also cut llama coats out of old horse blankets, fake fur, polar fleece. Leave plenty of lengths on the belts for adjusting for larger animals. Note that the exact curve, and the exact measurements aren’t particularly important.

The important measurements are the length (from “withers go here” to “rear” and the length around the belly. I like to overlap the belly strap and the chest strap with the corresponding area that meets them.

To make a cria coat, measure the back length and belly band length. On a cria coat you could sew the chest strap closed instead of using the webbing and plastic clip, leaving a hole to put the head through.